Surfatex is the leader in domestic, commercial and
industrial surface protection. We work with New Zealand’s
leading suppliers and manufacturers of decorative concrete
products, anti-slip treatments, protective coatings and
heavy duty flooring protection.
Surfatex specialises in surface and floor coatings for all areas, whether large or small, creating high-quality
finishes that are anti-slip and easy to maintain. Our skilled team is fully mobile across the central and lower
North Island.
We provide the best service and results to our clients by working with New Zealand’s top product suppliers to
ensure a job well done.
Our clients and projects include dairy farms, hotels and hospitality businesses, leisure centres, automotive
showrooms, warehouses, manufacturing and processing plants, and everything in between.
No job is too big or too small for our highly-trained and skilled team, who share a passion for outstanding
results for every valued client.
Our values of integrity, accountability, innovation and delivery underpin our business. We pride ourselves on
ensuring our team is safe at work, and on providing superior protection for plants, equipment and buildings
throughout the process.

Why choose us?
Surfatex’s skilled team creates high-quality, anti-slip finishes that are easy to clean and maintain, for domestic,
commercial and industrial premises of all sizes.

OUTSTANDING RESULTS

TOP SERVICE

Surfatex is the leading provider of protective coatings,
anti-slip treatments, heavy duty flooring protection
and decorative concrete products. We ensure a
top-quality, lasting and low-maintenance result.

Our friendly team of experts offers exceptional
customer service and the best results on every project.

BEST FOR YOUR BUSINESS
We work closely with clients to understand their
individual business’ needs - whether they’re operating
a factory, hotel, farming shed, or anything in between.

MOBILE & COST-EFFECTIVE
The top standard of work at an affordable price, with
our fully mobile team working right across the central
and lower North Island.

OUR PRINCIPLES
Our values of integrity, accountability, innovation and
delivery underpin our business, alongside our strong
culture of health and safety. We work hard to ensure
our work sites are safe, and that our staff, leaders and
subcontractors uphold our culture and values every day.

Dairy coatings
Surfatex specialises in dairy wall and floor coatings to create great looking surfaces that are easy to clean and
maintain.
We offer sealers and floor coatings to protect concrete from muck and corrosive chemicals, including a heavy
aggregate resin overlay to ensure a non-slip surface for cows on bridge, platform and other high traffic areas.
We’re the only licensed applicator of Acraflex Dairy Wall Coatings in the lower North Island. These hard-wearing
coatings are specially designed for the dairy industry and seal against bacterial build-up. Surfatex offers a 10-year
guarantee on dairy wall coatings for new shed applications.
Surfatex’s team are also experts in repairing damaged concrete, using polymer cement overlays to create a floor
that’s as good as new, at a fraction of the cost of laying new concrete.

Heavy duty coatings
Our hard-wearing coatings protect your concrete from impact, heat, wear and tear, and chemical exposure. We
use Altex’s Flowcrete products and Allnex’s flooring range to create anti-skid floors for industrial, commercial and
residential properties.
Our flagship heavy duty flooring systems utilise a thick resin in a variety of colours for a great looking, strong and
durable surface with proven hygienic properties. These coatings dry quickly, meaning your floors can be back in use
just hours after installation.

Floor protection
Our coatings come in a range of colours, textures and finishes to protect your floors and drains from corrosion and
chemicals. To ensure site safety at your business, we offer colour-coded floor coatings to highlight pathways and
hazard areas.
Surfatex also offers instant-drying coatings that can be safely applied while your factory or warehouse is in operation,
to avoid disruption to your business.

Anti-slip treatments
We use Floorsafe anti-slip treatments to ensure outstanding safety on all slippery surfaces, including concrete, tiles,
ceramic floors, granite and more. These treatments are a must-have to ensure the safety of your staff and clients in
areas with a slip risk, including kitchens, factories, bathrooms, laundries, and around pools, steps and outdoor spots.
We can accurately measure the anti-slip level to meet national safety standards.

Waterproofing
We offer waterproof coatings for concrete, masonry and other surfaces. Adding a layer of protective coating prevents
seepage in water and chemical tanks, below-ground basements, and on concrete floors that may suffer from “rising
damp” - an important consideration before laying carpet, vinyl or tiles.

Concrete preparation, grinding
and polishing
Whether you’re laying tiles or flooring, or planning a new footpath or driveway, our skilled team will take care of
removing unwanted concrete or coatings to ensure an even base.
Working with Concretepolish.co.nz Ltd, we utilise a range of grinders, including an exclusive state-of-the-art
ride-on, to get the job done, whether it’s removing concrete from a path or large floor area, grinding to expose stones
for concrete honing, or smoothing out older layers of concrete before you lay new flooring.
We are proud to offer a complete system which allows us to produce smoothly polished floors with a speed and
precision unmatched by our competitors.
Surfatex prefers to partner with the concrete placing company to ensure all aspects of placing and finishing are
carried out in a way that ensures a premium finish.

Concrete overlays, sealing & colours
Towelled concrete overlays are applied from a few millimetres thick over damaged or corroded concrete. Overlays are
many times harder than concrete, and durable and maintenance-free once applied. Surfatex uses concrete overlays
extensively in dairy sheds and industrial workshops.
Concrete overlays can also be used for decorative effect, and tinted to a range of colours to give a new lease of life to
dull concrete floors, driveways or footpaths. Colour can replicate the effect of a more expensive stone surface, and we
are able to create the appearance of tiles or marble at a fraction of the cost.
Surfatex can apply a wide selection of concrete sealers, colourings and paints including:
• sealers that can be applied the same day concrete is poured and assist in the curing process
• matte to high gloss sealers and coatings
• extremely hard-wearing petrol and chemical-resistant sealers
• deep penetrating sealers that significantly reduce the absorption qualities of concrete without changing its appearance
• paving sealers that bind jointing sand and seal pavers
• cement-based paints
• coloured sealers
• acid stains
• solvent stains
• water-based stains

v
General painting
Need to tidy up your residential property, warehouse, factory or commercial premises?
Surfatex has also built a reputation for expertise in general commercial and domestic painting.
From ongoing maintenance painting to keep your space up to hygiene standards or a complete makeover,
we have the equipment, experience and expertise to provide you with a hassle-free, top quality finish.
You name it, we’ll paint it!
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